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O.N.A.R.R Newsletter
WE ARE WHAT WE PROTECT: THIS IS WHAT DEFINES US.

BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL GRANT
Brisbane City Council has
once again supported
O.N.A.R.R. by refunding
monies already spent on
goods we purchased for our
members during the past
year and supplying part
funds for a humidicrib for a
member. With these funds
we shall look at purchasing
more goods to support you,
our members, with the
wonderful work that you do.

January 20 cutoff date

MORETON BAY REGIONAL
COUNCIL GRANT
We received a grant to
purchase food stuffs for our
wildlife carers who live within
the Moreton Bay Regional
Council, and so we
purchased some Macro milk,
ProN8ture, Impact,
Granivore, Insectivore,
feeding spoons, and Neo
care for hand rearing birds.
Much appreciated, MBRC!

History sheets due
History sheets are due by the
20th January. Send them as
soon as possible to Susan
please. Nil reports can be
rung in by leaving a message
on Susan’s mobile, give your
name and say nil report –
could not be easier…
Please try hard not to be late
with your sheet.

IPSWICH CITY
COUNCIL GRANTS
Ipswich City has a wonderful grant program which supports local wildlife carers. During July, three
members applied for funding:
Shirlee and Glenn were hoping to get
funding towards a new aviary –
successful! They currently have three
lovely little ringtails in care who will be
the first occupants of their new aviary.
Judy and Randy were also hoping to get
funding towards a new aviary –
successful! Their aviary has already
been put to excellent use in rehabilitating
a dozen rainbow lorikeets.
Beverley asked for funds for purchasing
food for wildlife and a new carry cage for
baby birds – successful! The cage has
already been put to good use.
Many thanks to the Ipswich City Council
for your support.

Website link: www.onarr.org.au
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Presidents Report – Christmas 2021
Its Christmas again and what a year it has been.
Bev has acquired quite a few grants this year which has benefitted all of our carers, being : macro
carers with food, some carer’s were support with their grant applications to receive aviaries,
equipment including ceramic bowls, bird nets, feeding containers - everyone has been allocated
goods, but if you have not yet received yours, then it means you have not yet been to a workshop
as that is where these goods are handed out. Don’t worry – Bev has put your name on gear which
will be available at the next workshop you attend.
We have had a lot of birds this year and carers have been supported with lorikeet mix and seed.
I hope COVID will be better next year, which leads me to thank our Workplace Health and Safety
Officer Vicki for writing our Safety moments for our workshops, our committee – Ray for handling
the funds and keeping us in the black, Anita and Vicki for their support as Vice Presidents, the
Register Heads Anita T, Janine, Bev, myself and Dee for all their work over the year, Susan for her
work collating our animals for the year, and especially Bev I thank you.
We have a new grant application coming up in February, and Bev will be in touch by email, asking
what it is you would like to add to our ‘wish list’. You will need to be very specific in your requests
so that quotations can be sought. However, wait for the email and all will be explained in greater
detail.
You need to keep in touch with the Register Heads to ensure that you are able to obtain animals.
The Register Heads get calls from RSPCA regularly, and if they don’t know what you want then
they cannot recommend that you
receive a call. Most species do better
if put with a buddy of the same ilk,
however, as Bird Register Heads, Bev
and I find that even another feathered
friend of any species is better than no
feathered friend.
I would like to wish everybody a
Merry Christmas and a safe and
happy New Year.
Yours in Caring
Linda D’Arcy
President

Blue-footed booby in the Galapagos Islands,
Ecuador
The bird in our image is getting a bit of a foot bath among the volcanic
rocks on the shore of Bartolomé Island, one of the Galapagos
Islands off the coast of Ecuador. When this bit of rest is over, the bluefooted booby may leave its perch to glide over the waters of the
Pacific, until it spots a school of sardines, anchovies or other small
fish. In a flash, the bird will dive from the air, fold in its wings, and
shoot under the ocean’s surface like a missile.
And those famous feet? Pigments called carotenoids are in the fish
that blue-footed boobies eat. If the feet are vibrant blue, the booby is
eating well – and will be more likely to find a mate, settle down and
maybe raise some chicks.

Website link: www.onarr.org.au
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President
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Anita
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Vicki
Vice Pres.
0421 341709
Ray
Treasurer
3294 6264
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Secretary
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Bat Register
Dee
3206 8165
Dee - Mobile
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Macropod Register
Janine
0421 516444
Anita
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3294 6264
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Vicki
0421 341709
Australian Wildlife Hospital (Australia Zoo)
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Possum Register
Linda
(North)
Beverley
(Ipswich)

3269 6310
3294 6264

Gliders
Beverley
(Ipswich)
Bird Register
Linda
(North)
Beverley
(Ipswich)
Other Fauna and Reptiles
Linda
(North)
Beverley
(Ipswich)
BIRO (BIRDS)
RSPCA Wildlife Hosp.
Seabird Rescue

Wildlife Emergency Hotline 1300 369 652(24 hrs.)

3294 6264
3269 6310
3294 6264
3269 6310
3294 6264
3208 3512
3426 9910
0404 118 301

Appointments - Ph. 5436 2097

Reptile Rescue 1300 878903

Possums
Brushtail
possums
19
Ringtail
possums
23
Mountain
Brushtail
Possums
6

Numbers and species for the last Quarter
Birds
Flying Foxes
Reptiles
18 Wood ducklings
13 P.B. ducklings
12 W.W. ducklings
1 Plumed W. Duckling
5 Crested Pigeons
37 Rainbow Lorikeets
5 Scaly breasted lori
2 Noisy Miners
1 Short Billed Corella
7 Masked Lapwings
2 Pale H. Rosella
2 Tawny Frogmouth
4 Magpies
1 Currawong
4 B.F. Honeyeaters
2 Bush stone curlews
2 galahs
2 kookaburras
2 Torresian Crows
2 Pee wees/Mud larks
12 butcher birds
2 Rose Crowned
doves
1 Pained Button quail
3 B.F. Cuckoo shrikes

Website link: www.onarr.org.au

1 Micro bat
8 Black Flyingfoxes

1 bearded
dragon
1 green frog

Other
Fauna

Macropods

2
2 Swamp
Bandicoots Wallabies
2 Whiptail
Wallaby
2 Eastern
Grey
Kangaroo
1 Red Neck
Wallaby
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Release trailer in situ at
one of our release sites!

Augie checking
out the
surroundings at
Karana Downs.
When the Register Heads receive calls from places like
Australia Zoo, RSPCA and local vets, we need to know
who needs what
to have in care.
Please advise
the Register
Heads of what
you need or want
to raise and keep them updated regularly.
This ringtail is Felix, doing some acrobatics to
obtain the best part of the leaf.
He gave up on
the acrobatics
and just went
for the good
stuff! Felix
was released
at Pine
Mountain.
Website link: www.onarr.org.au
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Bat Report – Dee Smith
Pteropus conspicillatus (Spectacled Flying-Fox) is
now listed as Endangered on the IUCN Red List
under criterion A (EN A2abcde+3bcde+4abcde)
because of a population decline of greater than 70%
over three generations (21-24 years; generation
length (GL) = 7-8 years, Woinarski et al. 2014). The
decline is observed from monitoring in Australia and
inferred from the impacts of exploitation,
deforestation and habitat degradation in Papua New
Guinea (PNG) and Indonesia.
Generation length in the wild population has been
estimated as 7-8 years (Woinarski et al. 2014). In
Australia, monthly population estimates from May
2004 to May 2019 (<3 generations) show a strong
and consistent decline in the order of 75% (Westcott

et al. 2018). In PNG and Indonesia, where
population-wide estimates have not been made,
the species is understood to be seriously
impacted by hunting and increasing rates of
deforestation and degradation of lowland forest
from logging and conversion to palm oil
plantations (Hansen et al. 2013, Sting et al. 2014,
S. Hamilton, T. Leary and B. Roberts pers.
come.).
Assessors: B. Roberts, P. Eby and D. Westcott.
Authority: IUCN SSC Bat Specialist Group.
A few of us bat carers in ONARR have in the past
had the privilege of helping feed these beautiful
bats when there were disasters up north and they were flown down here for raising before going back
for release.
It is inconceivable that that their status was Vulnerable and now Endangered yet the Council in Cairns
still disperses them during birthing season. Just so wrong on all levels.
The accompanying photos are by Helen Douglas a former Bat Register Head with ONARR who is
lucky enough to live near Cairns and helps care for these amazing "Speccies".
Dee.
Website link: www.onarr.org.au
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BIRD REPORT – Linda D’Arcy
Raising Ducklings
Baby ducklings are precocial animals, they require a small,
sheltered area like a rabbit hutch or a large box enclosed on four
sides to help them feel secure. I use a large plastic box with a net
and elastic around the net so the little guys do not jump out
believe me they will try. Make sure they cannot see out the sides
of the container, so nothing clear, as they often stress and die as
they search for mum.
You can use a lamp or a snuggle safe for warmth, a red 40w bulb suspended from the top, soft
bedding and make sure you clean it every day. Your water bowl should be one of the closed top small
containers you get from the produce places to stop them
getting in the water and suffering hypothermia from getting wet,
which they die from rather quickly. Same as the food - a small
shallow bowl, so they do not inhale food through their nostrils
and into their lungs preventing inhalation pneumonia.
Keep them in their box for 2 weeks or if they are getting too big,
I put mine in a guinea pig cage, with warmth at the closed end,
with water, chopped up grass and food, but bring them up at
night. During this past year, several of our carers received
heat lamps and guinea pig cages for raising ducklings, which
makes it much easier. They also received chook starter and chook crumble, which we use for raising
them. Ducklings also love grass…

Possum Report – Beverley Clarke
Please be on the lookout for Exudative
Dermatitis this year. I sincerely hope I am
wrong, but this is the kind of weather where we
seem to get more possums with it – hot and
wet. This is a very common clinical condition
seen in common brushtail possums in the
tropics and when our weather is hot, sticky, and wet, we mimic the
tropics type of weather.
E.D. may present itself as just a mild loss of hair, with dry flaky skin on
smaller areas of the body, usually by the tail, on legs or on the face,
and around the ears. More severe cases come in looking like burn
victims, and it is a horrendous disease to deal with. However, it can be
dealt with by washing the infected animal in Malaseb, and then
applying Neocorte. They will also need to have antibiotics to over
come it fully.
I usually find that the eyes are one of the first signs that an animal has
this disease, as they become infected and look like conjunctivitis. Be
aware that these animals are in pain, and if the case is severe, it may
be kinder to euthanize rather than put them through the pain of the
treatment. If treating an adult female, make sure you keep her pouch
area out of the bath water as she may have a joey on board.
Website link: www.onarr.org.au
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SAFETY MOMENT.

Hello and Merry Christmas to everyone associated with ONARR. I
thought I might divert from a Safety orientated article and have a bit of
fun with Christmas Animal Trivia. Animals feature quite heavily in
Christmas around the world and in fact are quite universal appearing in
stories, traditions and myths shared across many cultures. Thinking caps on…….
1. How many of Rudolph’s 8 travelling companions names start with D?
2. What animal is given on the 7th Day of Christmas?
3. What animal is mentioned in the first stanza of the children’s Christmas story “Twas The Night
Before Christmas”?
4. Which Tom Hanks Christmas movie tell the story of a boy travelling to the North Pole to meet
Santa?
5. Which Reindeer’s name means Lightening?
6. What iconic Aussie animals pull Santa’s sleigh down under?
7. What animal carried Mary to Bethlehem?
8. Anoplognathus Pallidicollis is the scientific name of what creature that appears around
Christmas time in Australia?
9. According to popular culture what animals were present in the Nativity scene?
10. What unlucky bird is often served up as part of Christmas lunch?
11. Carrots are often left out on Christmas night for who?
12. What Australian Christmas carol mentions Brolgas, Currawongs, Lorikeets and Friar Birds?

Whatever your plans are for Christmas 2021………have fun, stay safe and enjoy a few
days relaxation.
Best wishes from Vicki, Ian, and our dogs Milli and Bram.
P.S. Answers are on the next page…

Why didn’t Rudolph get a good report card?
Because he went down in History!
How much did Santa pay for his sleigh?
Nothing—it was on the house!
How does the snow globe feel this year?
A little shaken
Website link: www.onarr.org.au
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Kayak Rescue of a Button Quail – Susan Doel
Bev says that I collect birds in the
oddest way. Recently, some
friends and I were kayaking from
Raby Bay to Wellington Point.
We were in close to the
mangroves because it was a very
high tide and suddenly one of the
men, who is a good birder,
shouted that there was a bird in
the water. He scooped it up and I
paddled over. It is amazing that
he saw it as it was so small. We
established that it wasn’t dead,
and I fished out a dry bag (a
plastic bag that can be sealed
and clipped) from one of the

hatches in my kayak and ended up putting it
between my legs and paddling back with it. I
took it home and sorted it out, putting it into a
small aviary for observation. It was a bit shell
shocked. It turned out to be a Painted Button
ANSWERS:
1. 3 – DANCER, DASHER AND
DONNER
2. SWANS ON THE 7TH DAY
3. A MOUSE

Quail. My friend said it was but got another birder to
corroborate. Anyway, next morning it looked feisty and
was trying to fly out of the aviary, so it was released. We
assume that it got caught out by the high tide and was
swept out to sea. Being only 61g, it floated well but it
wouldn’t have lasted much longer. I don’t have a picture of
the rescue but here is the bird and also a photo of me
paddling off Mooloolaba.
Janine’s advice – gained by doing just this!!
If you need to take an animal or bird to the vet, and you
have to leave it there in your own cage or caring
basket, make very sure that your name is on it, or it is
very likely the vet will give your cage or basket to the
next carer that walks in the door!
Website link: www.onarr.org.au

4. POLAR EXPRESS
5. BLITZEN (LIGHTENING)
6. BOOMERS
7. DONKEY
8. CHRISTMAS BEETLE
9. OX, DONKEY AND SHEEP
10. TURKEY
11. SANTAS REINDEER
12. CAROL OF THE BIRDS by John
Wheeler.
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Macropod Report December 2021- Anita Thompson
Just recently I read an enquiry on Facebook regarding an eastern grey with “Droopy ears”.
One reader commented it may be “Photosensitivity” with a link to a Lynda Staker article.
I found this article very interesting – as if raising EG’s isn’t hard enough!!- so I thought I would
summarize the main points:
Symptoms:
•
•
•
•
•

Droopy ears, shaking head
Scratching at ears
Losing fur and skin becoming shiny, then dry and oozing plasma
Sun avoiding behaviour
Opalization of the eyes

This appears to be caused by plant toxins from various plants (including grasses), or even a fungus
growing on lush grass. In the cases after much researching and experimenting, they discovered it was
Signal grass, which kangaroos usually avoid unless they have nothing else to eat.
The roos affected were in a paddock with this grass planted.
It causes liver damage and there is no treatment (although Vitamin
B injections can help). It was diagnosed by jaundice or yellowing
of the mucous membranes.

Here’s hoping
we never have
to deal with this
issue with our
own roos.
Link to
article
Wishing
everyone a
merry
Christmas
and
peaceful
New Year.
Some
photos of
my roos
enjoying
the grass!!!
Anita

Website link: www.onarr.org.au
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It’s been a crazy couple of months….Beverley Clarke
And that is an understatement…during the past three months we have had 56 birds or animals come
into our care. Sleep has become a thing of the past and rising early is more self-preservation than
wanting to see the sunrise! I thought I might give you a rundown of the some of the critters that have
been calling our place their private hotel recently.
Rose crowned fruit doves – two of. Absolutely gorgeous but I
learnt very quickly that all though they loved raspberries, they got
stuck all over their faces. No more raspberries, we swapped to
strawberries. Two bowls of fruit cut up a day for these guys,
strawberries, blueberries, grapes, bananas – all soft fruits. One
came in from a M.O.P. and the other from R.S.P.C.A. Released.
This is Archer, my kookaburra. Archer was approx. three days old when he
came into care. Bald as a badger, eyes still closed, ugly as. He looked
somewhat like an archeopteryx which is how he got his name. He was on
demand feeding right up until he was released this last week. We had a
second kookaburra come in as a juvie, but Archer did not take to him at all, so
they had separate aviaries. Both kookaburras released.
This masked lapwing is call Wriggler. He came in at 16
grams, and I needed to feed him meal worm guts for
several days to pull him through. He is one of 8 lapwings we raised this quarter.
All the others have left home, but Wriggler prefers to stay. When I go out to feed
the baby birds in the aviaries, he follows along, asking for food. The local
plovers are not fussed on having him in their territory, but Wriggler has learnt
that if he is near me, the other birds won’t attack. He also hangs with the
chickens when they are out. Released.
This is our
Little Friarbird –
Belle - real
cutie to raise.
Released. We
had two
Peewees or
Mud larks – one
made it, one didn’t. One released.
This is Boogey our Butcherbird. Released.
Then things got interesting – RSPCA offered me a bobuck, which turned out to be a boobook owl –
mmm…American to Australian doesn’t quite work (this
was on my private license for Birds of Prey). In
exchange for giving me the boobook bobuck, I also
received a ringtail, which as you know can’t be one of
kind, so we ended up with three of those. I had
another boobook already who was being treated by a
local vet for eye issues, and when Eli the boobook
went for a vet check he came home with whiptail
wallaby. So, Jordy joined the menagerie.
Website link: www.onarr.org.au
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A friend then found a brushtail joey, whom we named Caity after her
daughter who had found her. Next in were the three black faced
cuckoo shrikes and a blue faced honey eater. I then received a plumed
whistling duckling, who absolutely adores water. Duck-duck was also
16 grams when he was found swimming in a pool. When the people
tried to catch him, he kept doing duck dives to escape their net. Finally
captured, the people sat up all night with him, holding him to keep him
warm. Next day he came to live with us. I have to change his paper at
least twice a day as he gets in the water container (yep, one of those
duck proof ones) and spreads it all over the cage until everything is wet.
We did receive a Wandering Whistler as a friend for Duck-duck, but it
didn’t make it through the night.
Next into care were our two tiny bandicoots, Bibs and Bobs. They came in at supposedly 31 and 32
grams but were actually 27 and 29 grams. They
are now 31 and 32 grams and drinking well.
That’s Bibs on the left and you can see her pouch
just above her cloaca. Eyes were shut on both of
these joeys, but in the photo below you can see
where Bobs is just starting to open his eyes. Both
have their
eyes fully
open
now.
They love
their milk,
which is
based on
35:1 and
they drink
1 ml each

5 times a day. Bandicoots are only a short-lived
animal, so it is important to get them back out into
the wild for breeding as soon as possible, so these
two will go out at 8 to 9 weeks old. At the moment
they sleep in separate bags as Bibs tried to
emasculate Bobs as she wanted something to
suck on…Did I mention it’s been crazy here lately??
Website link: www.onarr.org.au
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